York University
ABEL Research and Evaluation
ABEL: Case Studies in School Implementations
AQ - Computers in the Classroom
Leadership Courses

U. of Alberta: M.Ed. In Educational Studies: Leadership & School Improvement
EDMES 511: Introduction to Educational Improvement
EDMES 512: Leadership in Educational Settings
EDMES 503: Foundations of Curriculum
EDMES 510: Foundations of Educational Research
EDMES 513: Leadership for Educational Change
EDMES 514: Planning for Educational Change
EDMES 515: Conducting Educational Research
EDMES 900: Research Project
Http://www.uofaweb.ualberta.ca/mes/

Seneca College CTC Program
CTC 201: Designing Curriculum Using Instructional Technology
CTC 202: Technology-Based Curriculum Delivery
CTC 203: Using Web-Based Learning Materials
CTC 204: Integrating Group Software Technologies
CTC 205: Authoring Multimedia for Curriculum Use
CTC 206: Advisor Assisted Integrative Curriculum Project

Seneca College eTL 800 Program
M 1. Curriculum Design and Principles of Online Delivery
M 2. Online Communication Using Groupware
M 3. Web-Based Learning
M 4. Integrating Multimedia
M 5. The Culminating Curriculum Project

U of Calgary
EDER 679.14: Inquiry and ICT
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